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"THE WHIRL OF THE WORLD"

There have been much better performances
here of "The Whirl of the World" kind than the

- whirl that came to rouse some hundreds of torpid
first nlghters early In the week, but It more than
fairly served the purpose, and the t. b. m. and
his equally tired partner had a very fair run for
his money, even if there was not much that was
new except scenically, and few stellar lights to 11- -

luminato the toot and scramble of it all.
It was a relief though, a positive relief, after

. the deadly dullness of the past few weeks, and
vJ contained enough color and life and music to

yank even the blase ones out of their lethergy.
There were no great musical efforts, no in-

spiring choruses, except in the looks of some of
those who comprised It, and there was much
sameness in the general arrangement and irradi-anc- y

of the runway stuff as compared to similar
effects, but there were numerous surprises at
that and enough dash and foolishness to nring
one temporarily out of the home town rut.

Most-o- f the fun in the show came from our
old friend Willie Howard who Is always a scream,
but ibrother Gene, even in the good voice which
he usually carries, is a trifle too much in evidence.
Texas Gulnan Is immense you know it though
more att. Uve at a distance with the added
weight than at close quarters. She sings very
well and leads the bob-whit- and amazons and
so does Juliette Lippe, who also has somewhat
of a voice. John Murray is funny at times, but
overplays his hand, and outside of Willie Ho-

ward most of the interest centers in the ensem-
bles. The whirl did not contain any particularly
uproarious incident but there is plenty of that
very broad Broadway wit, or what passes for
wit In the white, (or should one say red) lights.

Lucille Cavanaugh, with assistance, provided
a charming feature of the performance with her
numerous dances, the costuming was in the main
effective and the scenic effects, especially that
of the departure of the "Vaterland," remark-
able, .both from an artistic and spectacular stand-
point.

ORPHEUM

. There is no bursting brilliance over Orpheum
way today, but the bill is a very good one as
western vaudeville goes. Herbert Williams with

, the capable assistance of Hilda Wolf us is snar--

. ing most of the honors, .but there are others who
"jtf get away with a fair proportion, and at the finish,

things balance up fairly well.
This Williams person with his travesty on

piano acts is one long scream, and
has had the honor of stopping the show at more
than one performance since he started on Sun-
day. Another funny act that opens like a lemon,
but soon changes is that of Imhoff, Conn and
Coreene In "Sergeant Louder, U. S. A.," ridicu-
lous offering depicting an army burlesque in
which those who do the soldiering create a world
of laughs.

"Ain't nature grand?" It are, and "Ideal,"
fancy swimstress can prove it. Not only that,

M she does, and gives a swimming and diving ex-

hibition preceded by a picture of her swim through
the Niagara rapids. Hera is one of the most enter-
taining performances of the kind on the stage.

The acrobatic stunts of Brown and Roselle
are well worth seeing, even if one is obliged to
listen to their attempted comedy; the dancing of

De Haven and Nice is tame stuff; and that of
the Spinette Quintette clever and novel. There's
a man at the house too with a bully good baritone.
He is Alfred Bergen, who besides having an ex-

cellent voice displays rare taste in choosing his
selections.

Hey fellers! Alice Lloyd is coming.

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"

Without a desire to say anything 'but good of
that distinctive, dynamic, American genius, George
M. Cohan, one is constrained to remark that the
characteristic Cohan publicity which came ahead
of ".Seven Keys to Baldpate" raised expectations
to a point that was not reached in the perform-
ance.

There is a lot of fun in this pure farce from
the mind of the young man who saw In
Diggers' story, the possibilities for almost unend-
ing surprises and which, as the playwright expli-

cates each mystery, Is successively more hilarious.
The Cohan imagination has as usual taken many
liberties and the real delights of the play are
found in them.

The story of it but it would be a mean thing
to do to tell it to those who have not seen it, for
therein He the startling, unexpected occurrences
But while "Seven Keys to Baldpate" affords an
evening of pleasure, the comedy is nothing to go
crazy about, and it is enough to see it once. The
company presenting it here, with a few minor ex-

ceptions, is not up to the standard. The work of
Cyril Scott has deteriorated considerably since
the days of "The Prince Chap," and most of the
others could bo replaced to advantage with the
exception of Spencer Charters, who plays the her-
mit, Ernest Geyer as John Bland, Frank Monroe
as the mayor, and Jean Shelby as the black-

mailer.

ROSE STAHL

There are few more welcome visitors in the
list of theatrical stars than Rose Stahl, and the
announcement of her appearance in a new play
awakes pleasant anticipation. At the Salt Lake
theatre next Monday, Teusday and Wednesday,
with Wednesday matinee, the Henry B. Harris
Estate is to present Miss Stahl in her latest char-
acter portrait, Lucile Hlggins, in the comedy en-

titled "A Perfect Lady."
"A Perfect Lady" was written for Miss Stahl

by Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf and it is
said that they have succeeded in giving her a
character in which her art is seen to the best ad-

vantage. It 'has always been Miss Stahl's ambi-

tion to make people happy, to make them laugh
and to give good, wholesome entertainment and
the authors have worked along these lines in mak-

ing "A Perfect Lady" for her.
The play is in four acts. The first act takes

place at Sycamore Junction, Kansas, and the last
three acts in the town of Sycamore. The tango
craze forms the foundation for the plot and the
manner in which Lucile Higgins brings the hide-

bound natives to a realization of the benefits of
the tango provides an abundance of laughable sit-

uations which are by bright lines
throughout the play.

Miss Stahl is said to be surrounded by an ex-

cellent company of players. There are some
twenty odd speaking parts in the play.

Tex Gulnan, who has lost considerable pulch

ritude, but acquired more than her share of fat, H
since her last appearance hero seemed to be H
very much at homo in the first night audience H
of "The Whirl of The World," as she fussed up H
and down the aisles, and renewed acquaintances
and made some new ones while mixing microbes H
promiscously. The only fault to find with the H
kissing bee was in the fact that some of the real ''H
attractions in the show were precluded from as- - M
sistlng in tho demonstration, though just what H
kind of a tingle anyone can get from being M
kissed on a bald head is beyond the imagination. M
Some of her old friends and admirers who raved M
about her when she sang at Wonderland (or was M

it at the Colonial?) weren't present, but she M
found enough. The funniest thing she did was M

the near capture of that bird in a prosenlum .box M
who ducked the attack with such avidity that M
they both nearly capsized on the .bass viol. M

H
Before Charley had pursued his sLu a week M

he caught a fine case of chickenpo... . had to M
take a temporary vacation, during which ho M
shared his affliction with his younger brothers. M
But all were well at the end of the third or fourth M
week, and he started to school again In a few M
days ho came home with the mumps. He shared M
this likewise with tho other juveniles of the fam- - M
ily and had to take another protracted vacation, M
but all outlived the mumps, and in due time he fl
went back to school as before. All went well for M
about two weeks. Then he caught the measles. M
Having plenty to spare he passed a few of them M
to his little brothers. But at last the doctor or-- M
dered the warning sign taken down from the door, M
and the boy was permitted to go to school once M
more. ' Mamma," said little Jamie as his elder M
brother took his books and his departure, "I M
wonder what Yarley'll bring home dis time? 'Pen- - M
dicitis, I bet youh!" H
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